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N e w s l e t t e r

message from

the ceo

“As the saying goes “when it rains it
pours”. The start of September seemed
as it’s going to be a calmer month but it
turned out it was another hectic period
for the OPAL team. We finalized the
list of participants for “Ta’sis” program
and we are ready for next stage of implementations. I’m looking forward

by MOG, IOSH, the Oman Society of
Engineers (OSE) and the American Society of Safety Engineers (ASSE), It gave
me great pleasure to deliver a key note
address. It was an excellent opportunity for us to put an accent on our Road
Safety Standards. Road safety incident
data reported Oman as having the
highest number of road accidents in the
GCC last year which only highlight importance of such a conference. Our visit
to the Gulf Energy opening ceremony
of Fishing and Drilling Manufacturing
Plant in Nizwa Industrial Area was an
eye opener, showing us a fantastic working example of ICV manufacturing
plant for complex “Oil wells’ Fishing
tools” of various sizes and types. Also,
a great example how ICV should be
implemented. I want to use this opportunity to thank PDO for their support
with a long term contract to Fishing
Tools with a potential for export to
neighboring countries. Kudos to Gulf
Energy for making it happen. In cooperation with the Central Blood Bank at
Baushar last month we organized the
first Oil and Gas Sector blood donation
campaign. I don’t have to remind you
that blood donation is a noble act and
a human duty that reflect the solidarity with society. The event took place at
our OPAL STAR Centre in Ghala and
response was higher than we expected.
The HSE team is frantically working on
the implementation of the Road Safety
Standards - with the books of Standards
now out, let’s have your comments and

to meet the participants this month
on 19th in Crowne Plaza for the official launch supported by MoG. I’m so
excited to go into this experiment and
have a good feeling about this program.
In the course of last month, we signed
an MoU agreement with Eshraqa , Khimji Ramdas Social Development Arm.
The initiative will be implemented by
the Khimji Training Institute in association with Eshraqa and OPAL and
comes in response to the country’s need
for building its capacities in the area of
national capital development. KHIMJI’s Eshraqa program will be providing
soft skills programs for free and we will
be coming to you for nominations soon
- please utilise this opportunity. September has seen our presence in Oman
Workplace Safety and Loss Prevention
Conference. In conjunction with Samara Training Services and supported

input. We reached a milestone on the
Local Workforce Development program and National Occupational Standards (NOS) implementation, with the
signing of the MOU with the Ministry
of Manpower. The program at the Seeb
VTC is now in full swing with the start
of the first cohort of around 50 students
taking Oil and Gas technician training programs. Similarly we now have
signed off NOS’s for HSE officers and
for Welding - ready for implementation. I would like to remind you once
more on our upcoming Oil & Gas
Conference that will be take place in
Grand Millennium Hotel, Muscat on
30th and 31st October. The OPAL Oil
& Gas Conference provides a great
opportunity to get a comprehensive
overview on the state of the industry,
acquire and expand valuable business
contacts in fuel and energy companies.
I hope to see you there in large numbers. The event will culminate in the
evening of 31st with a Gala dinner and
a CEO forum discussion on the future of Oil and Gas. The First Annual
OPAL SPORTS WEEK. The Event is
meant to promote partnership between
OPAL members and the society in general and it’s planned for period of 5-11th
November. The OPAL Seniors Golf
Tournament is scheduled to take place
earlier on the 14th of October. So Old
and Young let’s put our bodies into motion and participate - with body, spirit
and pocket! Until then…”

Musallam Al Mandhari

Upcoming Events
Opal Oil & Gas Conference - OOGC 2017
30-31 October 2017

First Annual Opal Sports Week
5-11 November 2017

Opal Awards - Best Business Practice
Dates to be announced
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Galfar conducts “Save Water”

BP starts production

campaign in BP Khazzan Project

from giant Khazzan gas field

Galfar Engineering & Contracting SAOG conducted
“Save Water” campaign
from 10th September to
24th September, 2017 at
BP Khazzan Gas Gathering System, Phase 1 project
which is one of the prestigious projects, Galfar is executing for British Petroleum.
Mr. Chacko Varghese, Project Manager & Mr. Abraham Lincoln, HSSE Manager inaugurated the twoweek long campaign on 10th September during the weekly gate meeting
and encouraged employees to actively participate in special TBTs, Stand
downs, Slogan preparation and Quiz competition organized as part of the
“Save Water” campaign.
The objective of this campaign is to inculcate the habit of using water judiciously considering the importance of water conservation in sustainable
development. The campaign promoted various means of water conservation
as well as minimizing impact on the environment.

ahead of schedule and under budget

BP, together with the Ministry of Oil & Gas of the Sultanate of Oman, announced
that production has begun from the giant Khazzan gas field, which is operated
by BP in partnership with Oman Oil Company Exploration and Production.
His Excellency Dr. Mohammed Al Rumhy, Minister of Oil and Gas of the Sultanate of Oman, stated: “I am delighted to see BP delivering Phase One of the
Khazzan Project within time and budget. This will result in realizing more gas
reserves and more production of gas that our country needs to support our energy planning and requirements.”
Bob Dudley, BP group chief executive, commented: “The start of production from
Khazzan, BP’s sixth and largest major project start-up so far this year, is an
important milestone in our strategic partnership with Oman. With further development already planned, this giant field has the potential to produce gas for
Oman for decades to come.”
BP expects to start-up seven Upstream major projects in 2017 -- making it one of
the most important years for commissioning new projects in BP’s history. These
seven projects are expected to make a significant contribution to the 800,000
barrels of oil equivalent per day of production that BP expects to add by 2020.
“Khazzan further demonstrates BP’s ability to consistently deliver large, complex
projects on schedule and within budget while applying the industry-leading skills
and technology we’ve developed globally,” Dudley added. “In this case, tight
gas techniques we perfected in the US have been brought to Oman and we are
very pleased with the results.”
The Khazzan tight gas reserves lie at depths of up to five kilometres in narrow
bands of extremely hard, dense rock. These complex and challenging conditions
require specialized drilling equipment, the precise drilling of both vertical and
horizontal wells, and well stimulation to free the gas.
The production sharing agreement for Block 61, which contains the Khazzan
field, was first signed in 2007 and was amended in 2013 and extended in
2016. Appraisal over 2007-2013 confirmed the existence of significant tight
gas resources that could be developed through the application of BP’s extensive
unconventional gas experience and technology. The first phase of development
of the field was sanctioned in December 2013.
Phase One of the Khazzan development is made up of 200 wells feeding into a
two-train central processing facility. Phase One production is expected to plateau
at 1 billion cubic feet of gas per day (bcf/d).
Once the second phase of the Khazzan is fully up and running production is
expected rise to 1.5 bcf/d. In total, approximately 300 wells are expected to
be drilled over the estimated lifetime of the Khazzan field. Phases One and Two
will together develop an estimated 10.5 trillion cubic feet of recoverable gas
resources.
Drilling efficiency has increased significantly during the development of the project. The average time to drill and complete a vertical well was reduced by 27%
and a record time of 60 days was achieved for completion of one well.
While BP provided advanced seismic, hydraulic fracturing and well design expertise, many local Omani businesses contributed to the Khazzan Project. In
fact, approximately 38% of the total contract spend to date has been awarded
to local oil and gas services companies.
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Abraj is putting efforts

on reducing the heat on employees

Ministry of Manpower and OPAL
sponsored Mist system pilot project
which was initiated at Abraj rigs
306 and 210. Mist system was installed at rig floor, mud tanks and
shale shaker area to monitor the
results. Abraj procured “Heat Stress
Tracker” to measure the heat index
(TWL) both in the vicinity of mist system as well as away from the mist
system in order to assess the difference in temperature. TWL reading were
taken three times daily (morning, noon and afternoon time) to differentiate TWL
readings and record the results. All the results were shared with OPAL on day
to day basis. There was significant reduction in temperature while working in
the vicinity of mist system. Crew members appreciated the initiative of summer
mitigation and expressed their satisfaction.

Oil & Gas review (OGR)
presents a special edition on the
50/80 Anniversary of
Petroleum Development Oman (PDO)

TIM VALLANCEY

CEO
OIG

www.ogronline.com

follow us on

@oilandgasreview

ROBERT DUDLEY
Group Chief Executive
BP

July - August, 2017
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Upcoming Events
In

In
Sultan Said bin Taimur
grants a 75-year
concession to the
company to carry out
operations

1967

The ﬁrst cargo
of Omani oil
is exported

In 1974
The Government
acquires a 60% stake
in the company

In 2002
A new strategy to
grow oil production by
applying enhanced oil
recovery techniques is
launched

In 2012
Nimr reed bed
project is
inaugurated

In 2013
His Majesty
Sultan Qaboos
bin Said visits the
Mina Al Fahal
Headquarters
on 12 May

In 2015
PDO began
building Miraah,
one of the world’s
largest solar plants
In 2016
The company
makes a
historic pledge
to create
50,000 job
opportunities
for Omanis

Petroleum Development Oman is celebrating the 50th anniversary of Oman’s ﬁrst oil exports and the company’s 80th
Anniversary in 2017. Oil & Gas review (OGR) the leading & exclusive magazine on the Oil & Gas sector is bringing out a
special edition dedicated to the historic moment.
Unique Content
Focusing exclusively on PDO’s journey and its key achievements, the special edition will feature interviews with PDO’s top
management on their vision for the company and how PDO is working towards transforming into an exemplary energy
company.
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Targeted Reach
The 50/80 anniversary special edition of OGR will be distributed to top decision makers and mid-to senior professionals
2017
ofSeptember
E&P companies,
contractors, Ministry of Oil & Gas, consultants and the allied sector in the oil & gas sector in Oman
and the GCC region. The copies will also be distributed to key decision makers in the corporate sector in Oman. Be a
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Samara Training Services helped

Gulf Energy opened Fishing & Remedial

in organizing The Oman Workplace
Safety & Loss Prevention Conference

Experts Enterprise (FREE) manufacturing facility
Gulf
Energy
is
pleased to announce
the opening of Fishing
& Remedial Experts
Enterprise (FREE) manufacturing facility. The
official opening took
place under the auspices of H.E Mohsin
bin Khamis Al Balushi,
Adviser to the Ministry
of Commerce and Industry. The factory will
retain more than $8.4
million in country, supplying drilling and fishing tools which were previously bought on the international market. Although the initial aim is to support
the domestic oil and gas industry, there is an aspiration to serve the Middle
East and North Africa region in future.
PDO Managing Director Raoul Restucci said: “The opening of the FREE
factory in Nizwa will enable PDO to source vital well equipment and tools
in the Sultanate rather than from abroad.
“This is a win-win in that it retains more of the wealth of the national oil
and gas industry in the Sultanate while at the same time boosting Omani
skills and jobs, both in accordance with our In-Country Value programme.
“We will do all we can to support the development of Omani businesses
which can service our industry competitively, reliably and professionally.”
The 4,000-square metre workshop is equipped with the latest computerised machinery. It currently employs 21 Omanis and is targeting 35 by the
end of the year. However, the project will create at least 70 Omani jobs
directly and indirectly.
Gulf Energy Chief Executive Officer Hilal Al Busaidi said: “Gulf Energy
and PDO are jointly launching a success ICV project. The project will be
the foundation for future R&D and equipment manufacturing to serve the
company’s requirement and local market. The facility is equipped with latest machine technologies ran by local talented manpower. Consequently,
the ICV must be embedded in all contract to serve the country’s interest and
localize knowledge and services”.

The Oman Workplace Safety & Loss
Prevention Conference commenced
on September 12
at Crowne Plaza
hotel under the patronage of Sheikh
Khalid bin Omar Al
Marhoon, Minister
of Civil Service.
The two-day conference, was organised under the
auspices of Ministry
of Oil & Gas, Sultanate of Oman and had the support of OPAL – Oman Society for Petroleum
Services, IOSH – The Institution of Occupational Safety & Health, OSE – Oman
Society of Engineers and ASSE – American Society of Safety Engineers.
The technical papers were organised by Samara Training Services and the Conference was managed by Tafani Events & Research. Samara Salah Director of
Samara Training said “We benefitted from excellent presentations and were
able to open up the subject matter very well both with papers and a workshop.”

NTI/Simian partnership opens

a new CISRS centre in Oman
Simian Skill International and National
Training Institute (NTI)
part of the Babcock International Group have
joined forces in order
to gain CISRS Overseas Scaffolder Training Scheme (OSTS)
accreditation for a new
centre in the Sultanate
of Oman.
Following a pre-accreditation visit by the
CISRS Manager Dave Mosley in April, Simian/NTI took the decision to
source a new location for their new CISRS OSTS practical facility, which is
adjacent to another of NTI’s training establishments in the Ghala Industrial
Area of Muscat.
“NTI Oman are proud to be working in association with Simian Skills
and to become the first CISRS approved training centre in the Muscat
capital which can offer scaffolding programmes that meet PDO’s revised
criteria. We are committed to offering world class learning solutions to the
Omani market” said NTI Business Development Manager Mohammed Atif
Uzzaman.
The training centre is fitted out to a very high specification, Simian/NTI has
gone to considerable expense to provide new materials and equipment for
the centre audit which took place on 9th/10th of August. Newly fitted out
air-conditioned classrooms and an on-site restaurant ensure that delegates
will enjoy a very comfortable training experience.
The investment in the facility has paid off as the centre has gained approval to deliver the following CISRS OSTS courses Level 1, Level 2, Basic
Scaffold Inspection and Scaffolding Supervisor training.
Training has commenced at this CISRS approved training centre. Initial
courses are delivered by experienced Simian Instructors Andy Sharp and
Abid Gul, who will train and mentor local instructors until they are suitably
qualified and experienced to deliver OSTS courses themselves.

MB Group Introduces Sharifa Al
Harthy HR Award of Excellence
MB Holding Group
has
introduced
Sharifa Al Harthy
HR Award of Excellence; that is granted to winner of the
newly launched HR
Standards of Excellence scheme. The
Standards will form
a benchmark for HR
Functional Excellence within MB Group. Dedicating this Award to the Vice
Chairperson has come in recognition of her significant contributions to HR
profession and the business community in general. In addition, this award is
an appreciation of her long served career as the Head of HR for MB Group, as
well as her continuous support to HR fraternity within the Group and beyond.
Badran Al Hinai, the Group HR Manager has stated “HR Standards of Excellence scheme will play a major role in people management in the business.
We are immensely honored as a profession that Mrs. Sharifa Al Harthy has
accepted to sponsor the HR Award of Excellence”.
This scheme will be used for various HR audits and benchmarks to support the
goal of standardization and the 1-HR concept locally & globally. Moreover, the
scheme encourages different stakeholders to adopt best HR practices and elevates the overall functional professionalism and excellence in the MB Group.
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Cyber security

In-Country Value
– Sharing Best practices

Alternative technologies for

Oil & Gas
Under the auspices of

Managed by
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SPONSORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
Marathon

Golf

Football

DIAMOND Sponsor:

25,000 OMR
• Naming rights for the event and inclusion of logo on all event materials
• Banner at event locations
• Opportunity for sponsor to have a booth at final party of the event
• Company Advertisement in OPAL magazine
• 15 seats to final event ceremony and 5 VIP Place preview
• Featured in all media campaings for the event
• Logo featured on website for one year on event invitations and materials
• Free participation in all games.

Golden Sponsor:

15,000 OMR
• Advertising in OPAL media
channels
• Featured in newspaper and
backdrop advertising for event
• Logo featured on website for
one year on event invitations
and materials (special position)
• 10 seats to final event ceremony
and 2 VIP place preview
• Free participation in all games.

SILVER Sponsor:

7,500 OMR
• Advertising in OPAL media
channels
• Featured in newspaper and
backdrop advertising for event
• Logo featured on website for
one year and on invitations and
event materials
• 5 seats to final event ceremony,
and 1 VIP place preview
• Free participation in all games.

PRIZES/PARTNER Sponsor:

• Logo right in the prizes
• Featured in newspaper and backdrop advertising for
event
• Name listed in the event invitation and logo featured on events
news,
• 3 seats to the event final ceremony and 1 VIP place preview.
• Free participation in all games.

Cricket

Bowling

More info:

event@opaloman.org
24605700

www.opaloman.org
opal_oman
OPALsocietyOman

Oman Society for Petroleum Services
Oman Society for Petroleum Services

BRONZE Sponsor:

4,500 OMR
• Featured in newspaper and
backdrop advertising for event
• Name listed on event invitations
and logo featured on website
for six months
• 5 seats to event final ceremony
and 1 VIP place preview.
• Free participation in all games.

Payment Mode:
1. If paying by cheque: please ensure cheque are
crossed and made payable to:
Oman Society for Petroleum Services (OPAL)
2. If paying by Bank transfer please transfer the
funds to our account with:
National Bank of Oman, Mina Al Fahal ,
Branch A/C # 1032-342120-001 and inform
us Accordingly.

As the Voice of the Industry, OPAL undertakes to invest remaining funds from organization of the Event to Sponsor CSR
Projects which will encourage sport spirit and are related to the healthy development of Omani Youth and those which are in need
of Society’s support.*
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